ASSOCIATION OF THE ARTS ENTRY FORM

MUSIC AND LITERATURE DIVISIONS:  ALL OTHER ENTRIES:
(Mail this form and the entry to the (Mail this form only to the Association
Association of Arts Chairperson) of Arts Chairperson)

### Artist Name (Individual or Chapter)
________________________________

### Chapter Name & Number
________________________________

### PLEASE CHECK THE AREA OF PARTICIPATION AND THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN EACH CLASS (LIMIT 2 PER CLASS)

#### CHAPTER ARTS PROJECT (May be entered by pictorial portrayal mounted on poster board)
1. One article made by the group
2. Result of chapter lesson on the arts
3. Item made for a Bazaar or benefit auction

#### MUSIC
1. Original words to established tunes
2. Original words and/or music

#### NEEDLEWORK
1. Counted Cross Stitch
2. Crewel
3. Crocheting/Knitting
4. Embroidery
5. Needlepoint
6. Quilting
   - Hand
   - Machine
7. Handmade Clothing
8. Decorated Clothing
9. First Project (Describe)
10. Other (Describe)

#### LITERATURE
1. Poetry
2. Prose or Short Story

#### TWO DIMENSIONAL VISUAL ART
1. Oil Painting
2. Acrylic Painting
3. Drawing/Sketching
4. Watercolor
5. Calligraphy
6. First Project (Describe)
7. Other (Describe)

#### PHOTOGRAPHY
1. Photography-1 photo
2. Group of Pictures-3 or 4 of same theme
3. Group of Pictures-framed

#### SCRAPBOOK
1. $ Value

#### THREE DIMENSIONAL VISUAL ART
1. Sculpture
2. Pottery (Earthenware/Stoneware)
3. Weaving
4. Woodcraft
5. First Project (Describe)
6. Other (Describe)

#### FOLK ART (Pattern, Mold, Kit Work)
1. Dolls
2. Ceramics/Porcelain/China
3. Jewelry
4. Pottery
5. Stained Glass
6. Tole Painting
7. Woodcraft
8. First Project (Describe)
9. Other (Describe)

#### PRESIDENT'S THEME

### MEN OF ESA (please complete the top portion with your name, and wife's chapter name and number)

### TYPE AND DESCRIPTION OF ART ENTRY